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EDITOR’S NOTE

My dear reader, how are you.

probabilities. Of course, Pakistan has to be prepared for
the worst. Corresponding reactions from Pakistan are

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY

unfolding fast. It will be a long run war game or a chess-

There were momentous developments
in last three weeks; one at home and
two at our international existence. PM

board from diplomatic moves to the corridors of UN and
the most dreaded extreme. A nuclear war!

Bakhtiar

IK, visited the US on the invitation of President Trump,
and met him on 22nd July. Trump quoting PM Modi,
said that he has been asked to mediate or to be arbitrator
in Kashmir issue. There was an overall air of happy

It is the month of our Independence. Two articles have
been added especially with reference to it;
by Dr. Maqsooda and Reviving the Spirit of Patriotism…
by Ms. Hajra.

surprise and a glee, though a bit confused. Please study Brig Bilal was our learned speaker at the 2 MS, the
two very comprehensive articles. One is unfolding the overall 117th. He delivered an educating talk on US-Iran

by Lt brinkmanship. He has sent a thirty page dissertation on
Gen Lodhi. All that was shining was not gold, there was the topic. Here please find excerpts; in Part I. More on it
emerging entente by Brig Asif and second

a need to be careful a great deal and be prudent rather in next Issue. Dr. Waqar M Khan is there to foretell that
than being exuberant. 1st Aug combined opposition there is No Turn-around in sight. KSE had hit its ever

lost No Confidence Vote against the sitting Chairman highest in Jan 2017 with 50,887 points. It was around
Senate. Despite majority by inventory and exhibited lowest yesterday with 30,277 points and today (8 Aug)
on the Floor; the secret ballot revealed only 50 votes, 29,800! lowest ever. Gen Beg has tried to compare two
captains. The parable is intriguing. Dr. Samiullah is with
falling short by 3!
Then on 5th Aug came a thunderbolt, thru Presidential
Order (Notification) promulgated by Home Minister in
the Upper House of Indian Parliament. India repealed
Article 370 from its Constitution; violating all rules of
business to amend the Constitution! This extraordinary,
dictatorial and colonial move entirely changed the

us from UK. See his pearls of wisdom. What does it
mean and imply to be steadfast. Two young writers are
joining for the first time. They have picked up their pen
on two important topics of omni-interest. Forum says
welcome to Mr. Fahad Shah and Mr. Muhammad Abbas.
We appreciate your contribution for Better Pakistan.

political history of the state of Kashmir. Kashmir had There is a lot more to read. See the three reviewing
a special status under UN Resolutions of Jan 1948 and comments about Western Alliance Falling Apart. It is a

of Apr, later. This dramatic move sent shock waves not peep into American people. There are a few brief ones.
only thru Kashmir, concerned capitals in the world and May these offer some lessons of life and some solutions
Pakistan but Indian Opposition as well. Kashmiri pro- for life.

Congress leaders were equally shocked and disturbed. Pakistanis, Pakistan is yours, be responsible for its safe
All were loud and clear to express their deep concern and better future.
on the implied and frightful consequences for the Indian
Union. Please see the article by Gen Beg,

.

It cover the possibilities and some of those turning into
3

FROM THE DESK OF CHAIRMAN
Indian attempt to assimilate
Occupied Kashmir will backfire,
and this might happen soon. Meek
response from Indian civil society
due to political ascendency of
BJP, not likely to succeed unless
Indian Supreme Court exhibits a Lt Gen Naeem K Lodhi
mature and just approach.
International community and UN will react in direct
proportion to Pakistan’s diplomatic efforts. Some good
statements seen from Turkey, Amnesty International
and partially from China, but that is not enough. Strong,
relentless diplomatic efforts, on our part, would be
required, for any meaningful political and diplomatic
outcome.
The real ground situation will emerge after the
Kashmiris react, that may happen after few weeks,
when the strong Indian clampdown gets weaker.
Strong Kashmiri reaction will have complete
diplomatic, political and moral support of Pakistan and
Azad Kashmir, and that is what is going to irk India.
And thereafter the chain reaction of blame games
and physical skirmishes may start and if that crosses
a certain threshold, the region will get engulfed in
yet another dangerous chaos. Let us hope and pray
Indian Government realises it’s folly and instead of
undertaking unrealistic attempt of consuming the IOK,
transits to a reconciliatory mode and saves this region
from destruction and further poverty.
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THE WESTERN ALLIANCE IS FALLING
APART
[Please find reviews by three writers on the article
titled above, by Peter Koenig.]
“Americans are too broadly under informed to digest
nuggets of information that seem to contradict what
they know of the world. Instead, news channels
prefer to feed Americans a constant stream of
simplified information, all of which fits what they
already know. That way they don’t have to devote
more air time or newsprint space to explanations or
further investigations... Politicians and the media
have conspired to infantilize, to dumb down, the
American public. At heart, politicians don’t believe
that Americans can handle complex truths, and the
news media, especially television news, basically
agrees.” - Tom Fenton.
“Americans are wonderfully courteous to strangers,
yet indiscriminately shoot kids in schools. They
believe they are masters of the world, yet know
nothing about what goes on outside their shores.
They are people who believe the world stretches
from California to Boston and everything outside
is the bit they have to bomb to keep the price of oil
down. Only one in five Americans hold a passport
and the only foreign stories that make their news

History is a sort of applied ethics. If ethics is to be
an experimental science like other sciences, it must
be based on the revelations of human experience. A
public declaration of this view will surely shock
the susceptibilities even of those who claim to be
orthodox in morality but whose public conduct is
determined by the teachings of history.
Iqbal, Stray Reflections, April 1910
4

are floods, famine, and wars, because it makes them
feel good to be an American. Feeling good to be
American is what they live for.” - Brian Reade,
London columnist
“We Americans are the ultimate innocents. We
are forever desperate to believe that this time the
government is telling us the truth.” - Sydney
Schanberg.
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Soviet Union, the US remained tilted toward India due
EMERGING PAKISTAN-US
to converging interests of ideology and economy.
ENTENTE:
IMPACT ON REGIONAL DYNAMICS This was evidenced from its role in the 1962 ChinaGeneral
Pakistan’s adversarial relations
with arch rival India, and the
US duplicitous role, together
with Pakistan’s leadership crisis
and abysmal performance of
successive regimes are principally
responsible for keeping Pakistan’s
geo-political environments tense,
and domestic front in a state of Brig Asif Haroon Raja
flux.
Today Pakistan is faced with hostile India in the east,
hostile Afghanistan in the northwest, not so friendly Iran
in the southwest, more close to India and Afghanistan,
and abrasive USA which cannot be trusted.
Overview of Pak-US Relations
Historically, Pak-US relations have remained blustery,
transactional, security focused, marred by distrust and
marked by convergences and divergences of national
interests that kept the pendulum switching from
friendship to friction.
Pakistan was declared the most allied ally of USA in
1950s, but the two have not been able to forge enduring
friendly ties based on trust and respect. One of the
reasons is that USA took interest in Pakistan when it
had its agenda in the region.
The US provided economic/military assistance and
in return misused Pakistan to serve its ends. When its
interests were served, it impolitely dumped Pakistan.
The US gained more during periods of convergence
of interests, but periods of divergence outweighed
convergence.
Containment of Communism
USA needed Pakistan in the 1950s in order to contain
communism in South Asia. Pakistan was the 2nd choice
after India refused to become part of the defensive arc.
Pakistan abandoned its non-aligned policy and opted for
the western pacts mainly to create a safety valve against
the security threats posed by India and Afghanistan,
both aligned with USSR.
Notwithstanding Pakistan’s membership of SEATO and
CENTO and India becoming a camp follower of former

India border conflict, 1965 and 1971 Indo-Pak Wars.

The security pacts could not save Pakistan from
bifurcation in 1971.
Jihad against Soviets in Afghanistan
The second time the US took Pakistan on board was in
the 1980s to wage a proxy war against the occupying
Soviet forces in Afghanistan.
Starting from 1981, the US gave arms and $3.2 billion
military/economic assistance to Pakistan to train
Afghan Mujahideen to fight the ‘big bear’.
During this period, Pakistan’s covert nuclear program
dubbed as ‘Islamic bomb’ became an eyesore for Israel,
India and USA.
However, since Pakistan’s services were direly needed
in Afghanistan, the US ignored the nuclear program.
Reagan kept giving a clearance certificate to the US
Congress each year, thus enabling Kahuta Plant to
complete its uranium enrichment program and conduct
a cold test.
No sooner the Soviet forces exited from Afghanistan
in Feb 1989, USA abandoned the region and left the
Mujahideen and Pakistan high and dry.
The US also burdened Pakistan with sanctions and
embargoes in 1990. This was the worst act particularly
when the US embraced Pakistan’s arch nemesis India.
Pak-US Relations after 9/11
Pakistan remained in the eye of the storm and on the
wrong side of USA after 1990 due to Islamic bomb,
Islamic radicalism and closeness with China.
9/11 brought Pakistan closer to USA due to convergence
of interests. Both wanted each other for different
reasons.
While inviting Pakistan to join its Global War on Terror,
George Bush didn’t give the third choice of neutrality
after he spelled out his concept of ‘either with us or
against us’.
Once Pakistan accepted 7 demands of USA, it was
made a coalition partner since it couldn’t be taken on
owing to its nukes, and Afghanistan couldn’t be easily
captured without full cooperation of Pakistan.
The US succeeded in duping Pak leadership that it
would not leave Pakistan in a lurch again and would
5
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atone for the past wrongs. Senses of Pak leaders were
lulled through injections of friendship and monetary
benefits.
Pakistan happily accepted the role of a frontline state
to fight US War on Terror under the illusion that all its
economic woes would be addressed.
Instead of extracting matching returns, too many
concessions were doled out to needy USA very cheaply.
In reality, Pakistan was a target, and re-alignment was
purely a marriage of convenience.
The real strategic partners of US were India, Israel, and
NATO.
After capturing Afghanistan in November 2001 and
installing a puppet regime in Kabul, six intelligence
agencies CIA, RAW, NDS, Mossad, MI6, BND sat
under one roof at Sehra Naward and schemed to achieve
its objectives against Pakistan and launched massive
covert war coupled with propaganda and drone war.
Objectives
Destabilization, Denuclearization, De-Islamisation,
Balkanization of Pakistan.
Scuttle CPEC.

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Motivated propaganda
Allegations were levelled under a well-calculated plan
to demonize Pakistan.
Indo-US-Afghan nexus narrative of terrorism was built
to present Pakistan as an abettor of terrorism and the
trio as victims.
Purpose was to hide own terrorism.
Proxy war beefed up with drone war, air/ground
violations, skirmishes, water terrorism.
Distrust
Distrust was a result of accumulation of series of
prejudicial acts of USA in the war on terror.

While USA bestowed favors and rewards to India
and Afghanistan generously, it remained tight-fisted
Pitch Pak security forces against hired proxies (TTP towards Pakistan.
in FATA, TNSM in Malakand/Swat, BLA/BRA/
Whatever doled out in form of grants and loans were
BLF in Baluchistan, MQM in Karachi.
Pin down maximum regular troops in restive regions tied to condition of ‘doing more’.
Wrong acts of India and Afghanistan were overlooked,
and weaken eastern front.
Initially bolster the economy, then prick it and make defended or condoned.
it dependent on IMF.
Pakistan was blamed for every trouble in the two
Discredit premier institutions particularly Army, countries as well as in Occupied Kashmir.
ISI, Judiciary through media.
Make inroads in all government departments, Accusers could never furnish a shred of evidence to
corroborate accusations.
political parties.
Spoilers played a role in widening distrust and
Spoil civil-military relations.
prolonging the war.
Establish spy network, map nuclear sites.
Create false narrative to paint Pakistan as terrorist Biased Approach of USA
state.
Create gloom, chaos through paid media to project The US civil and military leaders used the stick against
Pakistan viciously and dangled few carrots sparingly to
Pakistan a failing state.
Spread fear about safety of nukes falling in wrong entice Pakistan to keep doing more.
Delinking Pakistan from Afghanistan showed disregard
hands.
Make Pakistan politically unstable, economically for Pakistan’s essential security concerns and stability
of the region.
debt ridden, exhaust army.
Force Pakistan to handover nukes in return for Regional military balance was tipped in favor of India.
survival.
Fabricated Indo-Afghan complaints/concerns worried

Methodology
yy

yy Alternatively, seek UN intervention for safe custody
of nukes.
yy Or, steal or destroy nuclear arsenal through sting
operation.
yy Encircle and isolate Pakistan.
yy Grant prime role to India in Afghanistan.
yy Make India policeman of South Asia, Indo-Pacific
region, and bulwark against China.
yy Help India in developing Cold Start Doctrine and
launching it at opportune time.

6
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Washington.

followed by South Asia policy. January 1, 2018 Tweet:

For USA, India is not a threat to Pakistan.

“The US has foolishly given Pakistan more than $ 33
billion in aid over the last 15 years, and they have given
us nothing but lies and deceit, thinking our leaders as
fools. They give safe havens to the terrorists we hunt in
Afghanistan, with little help. No more!”

Islamic radicalism is seen as a bigger threat to Pakistan’s
security.
USA turns a blind eye to human rights abuses of Indian
military against Kashmiris and minorities in India.
Hindu extremism espousing hatred and terrorism do
not bother USA.
Terrorist Modi and his agenda of Hindutva doesn’t
upset USA.
Pakistan subjected to drones, hybrid war and doctrines
of AF-Pak, KLB, CSD.
India described as a natural ally and ‘defining
partnership’ of 21st century, while Pakistan seen as
nursery of terrorism and most dangerous country.
Reasons behind Animus
Pakistan doesn’t fit into security calculus of USA due to
conflicting security interests.
Pakistan is a Muslim State, is nuclear, and supports
Kashmiri cause and Jihad.
Israel not recognized.
Pakistan’s close alliance with China vex USA.
CPEC is a big cause of worry to USA.
CPEC will change the whole complexion of geoeconomics in the region, beneficial to China and
Pakistan, and detrimental to USA and India.
Pakistan’s refusal to accept Indian hegemony in South
Asiaand become a compliant state annoys USA.
Pakistan’s strong objection to presence of India in
Afghanistan irritated USA.
GWoT Costly for Pakistan
Battling with Taliban insurgency on its soil had
debilitating impact on Pakistan’s social, political and
economic life.
Sanctions were imposed in the war against terrorism.
Pakistan lost 75,000 precious lives and suffered US
$125 billion material losses as against $ 33 billion US
aid, of which $ 15 billion was CSF.
Frosty Pak-US Relations (Aug 2017-Jul 2019)
Donald Trump has been maintaining a highly belligerent
posture against Pakistan. It was evident from his
policy on Afghanistan announced on August 22, 2017,

Pakistan was squarely held responsible for the instability
in Afghanistan.
Trump administration openly sided with Narendra
Modi regime as was evident in Pulwama incident and
the events that took place in the aftermath.
Trump Administration’s Punitive Acts
In addition to covert war, arm twisting and coercive
diplomacy, steps are in hand to hemorrhage Pakistan’s
economy which is already in dire strait.
$1.3 billion assistance, CSF and military cooperation
have been suspended.
Capitalizing on Pakistan’s vulnerabilities, US is using
swords of FATF and IMF in unison.
India, anti-Pakistan lobbies in USA are making efforts
to blacklist Pakistan through FATF.
Changed Realities. Failing to defeat the Taliban, or to
force them to ceasefire, Trump has climbed down from
the high horse he was riding and has finally reconciled
with changed ground realities. These are:
yy Russia has resurged and China is at the verge of
becoming leading economic power.
yy Taliban have gained superiority of orientation on
the battlefield, and happily placed to negotiate from
position of strength.
yy Taliban are no more isolated after garnering military
support from Russia and Iran, and diplomatic
support from China, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE,
Turkey and Germany.
yy Afghan Unity Government and 350,000 ANSF
have become liabilities for USA.
yy India has failed to disable Pakistan’s nuclear
program, or isolate it.
yy India has lost the proxy war against Pakistan.
yy ICJ verdict has certified India as an exporter of
terrorism in Pakistan.
yy Toavoid losing Afghanistan altogether, Kartarpur
might become a catalyst to bring thaw in Indo-Pak
relations duly influenced by USA.
yy USA is no more as powerful as it was in 2001.
yy USA has lost the war in Afghanistan.
7
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yy US troops will probably be pulled out by end of
2020.
yy Syria is another theatre where USA is likely to
suffer humiliation after pulling out its forces.
yy The US is aware of Pakistan’s sense of
disillusionment and its inclination to get closer to
Russia.
yy Pakistan’s missile and nuclear capabilities have
vastly improved and can keep India deterred.
yy Pakistan is the only country which has produced
spectacular results against terrorism despite heavy
odds, while all others failed.
yy US-Russia-China-Pakistan tango in Beijing was a
dramatic development.
yy Pakistan is led by populous Imran Khan with no
skeleton in his cupboard.
USA’s Dilemma
yy USA is caught between a rock and a hard place;
quagmire of Afghanistan, and defiance of Iran in
the Persian Gulf.
yy US has run out of options, Pakistan has not.
yy The prospect of losing influence in Afghanistan and
Central Asia is giving nightmares to policy makers
in Washington.
Pakistan’s Significance
yy USA has belatedly realized that Pakistan is the only
country which can play a big role in helping to
finalize a political settlement with the Taliban.
yy Visit of Mulla Baradar to Beijing in last June
followed by 11-12 July meeting at Beijing has made
Pakistan tall.
yy Beijing meeting has made India irrelevant in
Afghan affairs.
yy Pakistan is assigned the pivotal role to ensure that
Afghanistan soil is not used for terrorism against
Muslim world.
yy Pakistan is seen as the only bridge for USA to gain
access to Afghanistan and Central Asia.
yy US needed Pakistan in 2001 to capture Afghanistan.
It now needs Pakistan to exit.
yy Trump might replace India with Pakistan in South
Asia’s security paradigm.
yy India could be confined to Indo-Pacific pivot.
yy Pakistan can play a part in diffusing US-Iran
military standoff.
yy Pakistan services are also required for a patch up
between KSA-Qatar.
yy Pakistanis needed for resolution of Yemen crisis
8

where form UAE has withdrawn 80% ground
forces.
yy Pakistan can play a role in lessening tension in USChina trade war.
Emerging Pak-US Entente
While USA’s foremost interest is Afghanistan,
Pakistan’s primary interest is economics. Both desire
stability in Afghanistan.
Pakistan has become relevant in Afghan affairs, since it
is relatively better poised to leverage its influence over
the Taliban and to arrange safe and honorable passage
of the occupying forces.
Governed by interests, both civil and military leaders
of USA are now acknowledging Pakistan’s efforts
in eradicating terrorism from its soil. They are also
highlighting the critical role Pakistan can play in
bringing peace to the region in general and Afghanistan
in particular. They now admit that Pakistan is the biggest
victim and talk of shared interests, and that Pakistan has
a stake in a stable Afghanistan.
Gestures Shown by Both Sides
Before PM Imran Khan embarked upon his maiden
visit to Washington on July 19, both sides took some
preliminary steps to ease tensions, and to create
conducive environment for the visit which had assumed
great importance.
Pakistan helped in making headway in the 7th round of
peace talks between Taliban and USA at Doha.
To favor Ashraf Ghani, Pakistan pressed the Taliban to
hold talks with Afghan regime.
It also met several demands of FATF to avoid getting
blacklisted.
Arrest of Hafiz Saeed was designed to appease USA
and India.
Kulbushan given consular access.
Air space reopened for Indian flights.
As a goodwill gesture, BLA was declared a terrorist
outfit by USA.
IMF released first tranche of $ 6 billion loan.
Other financial institutions like ADB have become
accommodative.
Outcome of Imran’s visit to Washington
By all standards, the visit was a roaring success. For a
change, there were no ifs and buts, and no conditions,
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or ‘do more’ demands. The visit gave nothing to India
to exploit except for pains.
Civil-military leadership’s complete understanding on
security and national issues was a source of strength for
Imran Khan.

yy

His quest to make Pakistan clean and corruption free
has added to his respect abroad.
His public address at Capital One Arena, packed with
22,000 Pakistani Americans surprised the US civilmilitary leadership and the Americans.

yy

Visit helped in diluting the hate-filled perceptions of
Americans about Pakistan.

yy

Visit has greatly helped in bridging mistrust and toning
down bad blood.
Trump acknowledged
Afghanistan.

Pakistan’s

huge

help

in

He took a U-turn by stating that “Pakistan never lied’.
He gave an indication of restoring US assistance.
He hinted at increasing trade by 10-20%.
He accepted invitation of Imran Khan to visit Pakistan.
Icing on the cake was Trump’s readiness to mediate,
and help in resolving Kashmir dispute, and to improve
Indo-Pak ties.
Convergence has occurred since Pentagon, CIA,
State Department and White House jointly decided to
befriend Pakistan.
Recommendations.
I
had
offered
certain
recommendations prior to visit of PM IK in order to
bring improvement in Pak-US relations. These were:
yy It should be emphasized upon US leadership
to stop looking at Pakistan through the lens of
counterterrorism and the Afghanistan prism only.
yy US must be made to realize that the interests of
USA-Pakistan have greatly suffered when they have
worked at cross-purposes and both have gained
immensely when they cooperated with each other.
yy Restoration of mutual trust is the essential
requirement of the day.
yy The US must stop blame game, stop using Pakistan
as a convenient scapegoat. Instead evolve mutually
sustaining relationship based on trust and respect.
yy Pakistan should be compensated for $ 125 billion
financial loss it incurred in the war, restore CSF and
reschedule foreign debt repayments.
yy Pakistan should seek compensation for the colossal

yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

wear and tear of arms, equipment, tanks, helicopters
extensively used in the US imposed war, by handing
over part of the US war munitions in Afghanistan
before exiting.
USA must ensure closure of the infrastructure of
cross border terrorism in Afghanistan run by RAWNDS, put an end to the proxy war, and make RAWNDS accountable for their support to anti-Pakistan
proxies.
Fencing of western border is in overall interest
of both. USA must provide funds to expedite
completion of western and southwestern fencing.
USA must ensure maintenance of regional military
balance between two nuclear neighbors and
adoption of balanced relationship with India and
Pakistan.
US must respect Pakistan’s core security interests.
Pakistan should not be blackmailed through IMF
and FATF.
Dr. Afia Siddiqui in exchange for Dr. Shakil Afridi.
USA invited to join CPEC after highlighting long
list of merits.
Increase volume of trade rather than making
Pakistan aid addicted.
Trump to press India to restrain from committing
human rights abuses in Occupied Kashmir, and he
should help in resolving Kashmir dispute.
Land access to India conditional to resolution of
Kashmir dispute.
USA cautioned about Hindu terrorism turning into
Frankenstein monster.
Trump should review his policy of confrontation in
Persian Gulf and call off standoff with Iran.
Pakistan’s rapprochement with USA not at the cost
of straining relations with Russia.
China and CPEC should not come in the way of
Pak-US relations.
USA’s overall negative mindset and habit of betrayal
must not be ignored.
Pakistan should avoid putting its eggs in limited
baskets.
Notwithstanding India’s setback in Afghanistan,
it will remain a strategic partner and Pakistan a
tactical partner of USA.
US-Israel-India
objective
of
Pakistan’s
denuclearization will remain unchanged.
Pakistan must complete FATF’s action plan on
war footing to avoid getting blacklisted in October
meeting.
9
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Conclusion
To conclude, Pakistan-US relations have gone through too many ups and downs and at present are again at a
low point owing to increased level of distrust. Given the old rhetoric, building trust-based relationship between
Pakistan and the US will be an uphill task.
The long-strained relations are now heading in a better direction. However, Pak-US relationship could improve if
the US seeks to develop a more pragmatic and long-haul relationship with Pakistan’s civilian government as well
as with the military.
I hope and pray there is not another act of perfidy, or another transactional honeymoon.
I foresee a gradual improvement in Pak-US ties due to converging interests. Pakistan must make best use of this
time to put its house in order, improve economy and make it self-reliant.
My three submissions for the Minister Ali Muhammad.
One. In our enthusiasm to resolve Kashmir dispute through Trump, we should not fall into a trap of converting
LoC into permanent border without taking Kashmiris into confidence.
Two. In our quest to please USA, we should not push Taliban beyond their level of tolerance and in the process
lose their trust.
Three. One sided appeasement and apologetic stance never fetch desired results. We must make our foreign
policy pro-active.

US-IRAN BRINKMANSHIP
2019 (EXCERPTS)
PART-I
Introduction
1.
Prime Minister Mosaddeq’s victory
in the 1953 Iranian elections was reversed
by a CIA-inspired counter coup. However,
much later, Imam Khomeini’s revolution
led to the ouster of the Shah of Iran in 1979
after which US-Iraq relations dipped to the
nadir. Iran-Iraq war was fought from 1981
to 1988. During this war, the US forces
had attacked the Iranian Navy and inflicted
losses in 1987. The Gulf War 1 led by USled coalition weakened Iraq in 1991. Later,
after 9/11, the US also listed Iran amongst
the states comprising the Axis of Evil. While
pursuing the War on Terror, numerous
countries were reduced to rubble...
President Donald Trump withdrew from
2015 Iranian nuclear deal in 2018. Since
May 2019, limited anti-shipping attacks
have taken place in the Gulf. The US has
accused Iran for attacks on Gulf shipping
and targeting KSA through Houthis. The
Iranian Revolutionary Guard has also shot
10
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down US Global Hawk drone.
US launched cyber attacks and
additional sanctions have been
imposed on Iran. Presently, Israel
is softening Syria and bracing for
a showdown with the Hizbollah.
Meanwhile, Houthis are targeting
KSA with drones and ballistic Brig (R) Abdul Rahman
missiles.
Bilal, SJ
Aim

2.
To analyze that in event of total failure of
diplomacy, how a US-Iran War can be fought.
International Environment

nor airspace to be utilized by the US.
e. China will protect CPEC at all cost with manifest
implications.
f. India can exploit the situation by self-damaging
miscalculation.
g. Discerning between genuine and fake news is
becoming increasingly difficult.
h. GME is suffering from amodicum of sectarian
disharmony.
i. Qatar has economic interests tied with Iran and
differences with KSA.

j. Oman is lukewarm.
3.
Global Environment. The highlights of the
5. Core National Issues
global environment relevant to the situation include:
a. Iran. The US sanctions are influencing the
a. Mr. Donald Trump’s escalatory and overbearing
quality of life.
style has delivered results with Mexico but not
yielded results against DPRK.

b. US withdrawal from INF and Iranian Nuclear
Treaty 2015 has brought the issue of Iranian
missiles into limelight which are perceived to
be threatening Israel.
c. Sectarian militias are considered as a threat by
some Arab countries.

b. KSA/GCC. Public opinion is against foreign
drone, missile and tanker attacks.
c. Oman and Qatar. Both are unlikely to play an
active role. However, three US bases are located
in Oman

d. Iran is an important Russian pivot to counter the
US influence in the region.

d. Syria. Liberty of action is decreasing in context
of potential employment to support Iran due to
Israeli military intrusions resulting in losses and
degradation of vital military equipment.

e. Indian presence in Chabahar can act as a Trojan
Horse against Iran.

e. Lebanon. It may negotiate a coastal agreement
with Israel.

f. Israeli neutralization of Syrian Air Defense
missiles and strategic softening can also be
categorized as a preparatory maneuver.

f. Turkey. Turkish policy is hemmed between
American anti-Turkish policies, cheap Iranian
oil imports and Iran’s unequivocal support for
Assad.

g. Russia has stated that Iran is a Russian ally and
partner.
h. China has committed itself openly to support
Iran but has imported some Iranian oil.
4. Regional

g. Russia. Given Russian oil interests and alternate
routes to the oceans, Iran does not have the same
importance as Syria.

a. Houthi UAVs, and missiles and along with
attacks on Gulf shipping is causing escalation.

h. Pakistan. Presence of extra regional forces
implies high alert for Pakistani forces and
nuclear assets.

b. Syrian strategic softening conducted by Israel is
degrading Syrian capabilities.

i. CARs. Northern Distribution Network (NDN)
may also be operationalized by the US.

c. Iraq has said that it will not allow its soil to be
used for aggression against Iran.

j. Afghanistan. The Afghanistan government is
not in a position to resist the US policy whereas
Taliban summer offensive may be in its prime
and can be provided a boost by foreign agencies.

d. Turkey and Pakistan will allow neither territory
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6. Overview of the Region. Since the
replacing the Iranian oil in the international oil market. The
major bone of contention relates to the
distance from the budding port of Gwadar in Pakistan to the
Iranian nuclear programme, missiles
Omani port of Muscat in 320 miles (some 500 km)... KSA has a
and proxies, any effort to address
Gulf to Red Sea oil pipeline and the UAE has a pipeline across
these issues will involve Iran. Iranian
Massandam peninsula which bypasses the Strait of Hormuz.
state proxies include Syria and Houthi 8. Iran. Iran has an area of 1.648 million square kilometers and
Yemen. At non state level, it implies
is the seventh largest territory in the world. It has two main
Iranian-sponsored regional militias
mountain ranges. The northern range is Elburz which hugs the
which includes Hizbollah in Lebanon
Iranian border with Turkmenistan. The southern mountain range
and Iraq. Iranian sleeper cells can also
comprises Zagros Mountains which run roughly parallel to the
be activated in the Gulf regionally,
coast. In between the two mountain ranges there is a plateau.
especially in Bahrain, Kuwait, KSA
Towards the Northwest, Caspian Sea is located at 28 metres
and UAE. Other anti- Israel elements
below sea level. Iran also has the Kavir Desert running from
like Hamas and Al-Qaeda may also
west to east. In eastern Iran, Lut Desert is running from north to
exploit perceived US- cum-Israeli
south. Iran shares 5,894 km of its land borders with Iraq, Turkey,
vulnerabilities. Taliban can also step up
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
their activities on Afghan soil. Spaces
Of 2,440 km of coastline, 1,770 km is located on its southern
of consequence include the Gulf, Babshores and the remaining portion on the Caspian Sea… The
ul Mandab and Levant’s Mediterranean
main ports and islands are shown on the sketch.
coastal areas. The internationally
community would wantthe55 km wide
Strait of Hormuz and 19 km wide Strait
of Bab-ul-Mandab to remain open.
Three possible theatres of war emerge
from this picture. The Gulf theatre will
be the main theatre. The Levant and
Yemen can act as auxilliary theatres in
a semi-independent manner…
Geography of the Region
7. Gulf. The Gulf region branches off west
from the Arabian Sea and comprises
the Gulf of Aden, Strait of Hormuz and
the 241,000 square kilometers of Gulf
which extends northwest till Basra. It
has numerous islands most of which are
with Iran. At the narrowest, the strait of
Hormuz is about 55 kilometers wide
between Omani territory and the Iranian Islands of Iran in the Gulf…:
Islands. The gulf has a maximum width 9. Auxilliary Theatre Levant
of 340 km. It has two shipping lanes.
a. Israel has a narrow north to south configuration and rests on
Islands in vicinity of the strait are
the eastern Mediterranean coast…
extremely important. Omani peninsula
b. Lebanon is a multi-ethnic state located on the Mediterranean
shaped enclave of Massandam located
Sea to the north of Israel...
on the southern shore of the Strait of
Hormuz also has strategic importance.
c. Syria is located to the north and east of Lebanon…
Presently, BBC estimates that 20%but
EIA has stated 35% of the global 10. Auxilliary Theatre Yemen
a. Yemen is located on the southeast of the Arabian Peninsula.
seaborne oil exports flow of out this
It has a long east-west coastal configuration in the northwest
region. Arab and Russian oil is rapidly
12
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portion of the Indian Ocean…
b. The Strait of Bab ul Mandab is extremely important for international shipping and has the island of Perim
located in the strait. At the narrowest, the strait is 19 km wide.

11. Demography
a. Levant
(1) Israel. Of the 9 million population, approximately 18 percent of Israeli population is Arab. West Bank
is overwhelmingly Arab.
(2) Lebanon. It has Sunni, Shia and Druze ethnic groups along with Palestinian and Syrian refugees.
Hizbullah is a Shia militia stronger than the Lebanese army. A sizable Christian minority also lives in
Lebanon. At its peak, one fourth of the people in Lebanon were Syrian refugees.
(3) Syria. Of the 18 million population, 25 percent are refugees. Shia and Alvi elements live in the
northwestern areas of Syria. Overwhelming majority is of Sunnis but the ruling elite is Shia. Over one
fourth population is refugee.
c. Yemen. Approximately one fourth of the population is Zaidi and the main component of Houthis. Sunnis
live in the south and the east.
d. KSA. It as a Sunni majority state with Shia presence in the northeast and Zaidis in the southwest.
e. UAE. Only 85 percent of its population is local. It has 38 percent Indian population.
f.

Other GCC Members…
Continued...

Introduction
Brig Abdul Rahman Bilal, is a well decorated infantry and SSG officer with a Sitara e Jurat and two COAS Commendation
cards.
He is a Distinguished Graduate from the US Army Institute of Military Assistance. Has been actively associated with
strategic planning in the Plans Branch of JSHQ and MO Directorate.
He is a war course graduate and holds a Master’s Degree in War Studies with flying colors. A qualified Arabic interpreter
who has performed duties of official interpreter during international negotiations. Was Rector of Foundation University,
Islamabad.
Presently, he is an analyst on global trends, security and development.
He is the author of the book, Futuristic Operational Strategy and contributes articles in the official Chinese newspaper.
He is also the pioneer of the Russia-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
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NO TURNAROUND IN SIGHT
FY2018-19 may go down as one
of the slowest years in recent
economic history. Even when
one takes into account the fact
that there was a need to cooloff an over-heated economy, the
actual slow-down is excessive.
A number of indicators, from the Dr. Waqar Masood Khan
closing months of last fiscal year
and the start of the new, are pointing to this precarious
state of the economy.
First, the GDP growth was recorded at 5.5 percent in the
FY2017-8. This was highest in more than a decade. The
revised growth rate for FY2018-19 released in April
2019 is estimated at 3.3 percent. However, this growth
is over-estimated as is evident from the data published
since then. Large-scale manufacturing (LSM) for JulApr shows production declining by 3.5 percent.
The wheat crop, one of the major contributors to
GDP, has fallen short of target as well as last year’s
production. Against the target of 25.5 million tons, the
crop is now estimated to be 24 million tons. It was for
this possible shortfall in overall stocks of wheat in the
country that the ECC in its last meeting imposed a ban
on export of wheat. Furthermore, the latest data for the
consumption of petroleum products during 2018-19
suggests a reduction of about 25 percent, with diesel
consumption down by 20 percent. This is indicative of
dampening economic activities, especially the reduction
in diesel consumption. Diesel is the most actively used
fuel for machines and engines and its reduced usage
clearly points to a widespread slow-down.
Second, the balance of payments (BOP) for the full year
is now available. The current account has declined to
$13,587 million from $19,897 million, representing a
decrease of 31 percent. In an earlier article (published:
June 25, 2019), we had carried out extensive analysis
of the underlying trends in the BOP for 11-month.
The trends have persisted at the end of full year. The
basic conclusions included: imports have not declined
sufficiently; exports have shown negative growth;
significant improvement in the BOP is due to unusual
14

growth in remittances. Accordingly, more than a $1
billion/month of BOP deficit would continue to be a
challenge next year.
Third, in a surprising move the monetary policy
committee of the SBP has again increased the policy
rate from 12.25 percent to 13.25 percent. The basic
argument for this action was to fight inflation that was
forecast at 13 percent by the IMF in its staff report while
the SBP believes it to be in the range of 11-13 percent.
This is an untenable argument. The inflation during
2018-19 averaged at 7.3 percent – and that too because
there was a low base of inflation that had persisted for
nearly three preceding years.
Going forward, the new inflation would face a much
higher base every month of the last year and hence
would require significantly more increase to match the
inflation of the last year. The interest increase would
also impact debt servicing cost by as much as Rs200
billion. The incentive for investment would be diluted
since a risk-free investment in government securities
would be giving a return as high as 15 percent return.
Fourth, the stock market is showing the most dismal
performance since July 3 when the IMF programme was
approved. The market has lost more than 2500 points
or nearly seven percent since then. Investors’ mood
is despondent. Foreigners have sold more than $700
million of equities during 2018-19. The loss of capital
due to depreciation has been a rude shock to investors,
who don’t seem to be returning any time soon. Until
then, the market sentiment would remain damp.
Fifth, given the widespread slow-down, it is not
surprising to see a weak investment outlook. The foreign
investment has declined by nearly 50 percent from $3.4
billion to $1.7 billion. The credit to the private sector,
a close proxy of domestic investment, witnessed a 12
percent decrease to Rs683 billion compared to Rs769
billion in 2017-18. Here again, contrary to the SBP’s
worry of excess demand, we see weakening demand.
In the backdrop to such potent signs of slow-down, we
are worried time is running out to affect a real turnaround in the economy. Besides the interest rate action,
we have seen exchange rate volatility that doesn’t
inspire markets confidence to the effect that the things
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are settling down. The Fund program was to provide
immediate relief in the form of restoration of economic
stability. Unfortunately, stability is missing.
What is more perplexing in this regard is the continuing
clash between government and business regarding the
new tax procedures. There are numerous procedural
matters over which businesses are not relenting. They
are ready to continue to close down their businesses
for days and months but will not agree with the new
procedures.
There is a major disconnect between the revenue
authority and taxpayers. In some measure, the issue has
arisen because one set of officers negotiated the Fund
program and another set of managers is implementing it
while having little knowledge of why various measures
were included in the program.
Then there were procedural matters for revenue
collection which has mixed up the desire for collection
with the aim of documentation. The two things
should not be mixed. The government has just given
an amnesty scheme and after its conclusion it should
vigorously pursue the regime being introduced under
the prohibition of the benami transaction law. Going
after small traders and insisting to document every
transaction of more than Rs50, 000 is a futile exercise.
There is a ‘further sales tax’ imposed on selling to such
people and that is good enough contribution by such
purchasers.
There have been many such attempts in the past
which ended in failure and this too would likely meet
the same fate. But in the meanwhile, it would lead
to colossal waste of national energies as long as this
issue is not resolved. Accordingly, we would strongly
urge economic managers to bring this impasse to an
amenable closure so that people can go to their work
and begin to pay their taxes. On August 1, we will be
able to see how we are performing to meet the first
quarter target.
I have often played hide and seek with wisdom;
she conceals herself always behind the rock of
determination.
Iqbal, StrayReflections, April 1910

THE TALE OF TWO CAPTAINS
Sunday, the 17th June 2019, was
eventful, as ground realities
converged at a tipping point
where the Two Captains – Imran
and Sarfraz stood facing difficult
situations. The opposition parties
led by Mariam and Bilawal met
to work-out the strategy for the Gen Mirza Aslam Beg
movement against the sitting
government. They are young like their parents – Nawaz
Sharif and Benazir Bhutto/Zardari, who were at the
helm of affairs during the 1980/90s, with whom I have
the honour to serve. They both are in jail and at the seat
of power is Imran Khan - “the mystery man” expected
to define the contours of his strategy for governance.
At the same time, Captain Sarfraz met his Waterloo at
the Manchester battle field. This is a complex situation,
which I have been trying to understand. Being perplexed
at the unexpected happenings and accustomed to reading
sermons of government functionaries, who proclaimed:
“To change the destiny of Pakistan’s 220 million people,
I wish, it was in our hands hanging 5000 people today
– Faisal”, and to top it up -“We will put all the corrupt in jail - Imran.”
It was rather shocking to realize that perhaps ‘holocaust’
was going to happen here. I, therefore decided to look to
the other side of the clog and found enough breathing
space to set me thinking about today’s comments in
English and Urdu dailies, by our eminent analysts and
opinion makers:
Captain Imran
yy “Almost single-handedly Imran gate-crashed the
two parties system closed club, and flung them out of
power and forged the burning issue of Corruption
to become his rallying cry.
yy “He opened his arm to the fold of fickle and not-sofickle minded electables, who had sniffed success
and eagerly joined PTI stable.
yy “The responsibility with power’ demand is getting
heavy on Imran to test his ability at governance.
yy “Having defaulted at various levels, instead of
15
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being sagacious, Imran decided to open new fronts
and chose to fight-single handedly.
“The mantle of corruption became his armour
to demolish his opponents, whereas the courts of
justice and accountability courts existed to do the
same.
“The federal budget has opened a new controversy
of ‘IMF Dictations’ that would result into high
prices, inflation and misery for the low-income
group.
The Chief Justice of Pakistan is “dismayed to find
the economy in ICU, and the news from elsewhere
is depressing.”
“A new political culture of defamation and
demonizing each other has developed unabated,
sapping grace and dignity of the democratic order.
Thus the ‘cultured electable’ are not coming
forward to assist Imran and the lot he collected
as his team, as he needs them now when he is in
trouble, they also are not coming forward.
“Imran also miscalculated the extent of Pakistan’s
problems and his team’s ability to resolve them.
“By putting Nawaz Sharif and Zardari in jail,
Imran claimed to have demolished the dynastic rule
in Pakistan, yet the youthful Mariam and Bilawal
are on their march towards Islamabad.
“The original narrative of PTI as the Neat and Clean
party also lay trampled.
“PTI will do well to accept its shortcomings than
blaming others for self-created problems.”

“The fault is not in their stars, but in themselves”
because, the Captains of our Cricket teams have very
limited responsibility. They are given a ready-made
team to lead. The pitch is prepared by some-one else;
selectors pick-up the players to form the team; the coach
trains them into the techniques of batting, bowling and
fielding and the Board selects the Captain, who wins the
toss, but someone else decides, either to play or to field.
But politics is a different ball game altogether. Study
the struggle, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto launched to form his
party, which still exists strong, despite brutalization by
despotic rulers. It has a soul of its own which cannot
be trampled or swapped away. Imran’s dilemma is that
he is heading a political party with its soul shrouded
16

under the mystique of its master.
Captain Sarfraz
In today’s news papers, his picture appeared, as if
he was yawning behind the wickets. In fact, he was
not yawning, but that is his mode of expression of
his feelings, you will see on his face under different
conditions:
yy When he catches the ball behind the wickets and the
umpires’ finger goes-up, he exults.
yy When he is angry at his players, for bad fielding, he
fumes.
yy When he is happy with a player like Amir, dashing
to knock-off the wickets of a player like Rohit
Sharma, he is jubilant.
Cricket is a very challenging game, where unexpected
happen as it did last night. I had a bet with my granddaughter, that our team will win, but as I saw the
‘wuthering heights’ of our team crashing humptydumpty, I switched-off the TV and went to sleep. She
woke me up passed midnight and claimed her bet.
Captain Sarfraz was not yawning. He was showing
his anger at the selectors, who had mocked-up a team,
which could not stand under pressure. Even Imran
could not help tweet the message to Sarfraz: “Take
care of the Relokatas”(
). Whatever he meant by
Relokatas, I don’t know. Forget it. Relax. Follow the
tale of two Captains, in the dock and wait for the fog
to lift, and Naya Pakistan image to emerge.

Given character and healthy imagination, it is
possible to reconstruct this world of sin and misery
into a veritable paradise.
Iqbal, Stray Reflections, April 1910
“Do not show the face of Islam to others; instead
show your face as the follower of true Islam
representing: Character, Knowledge, Tolerance,
and Piety”
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan
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WHAT PTI GOVERNMENT
SHOULD DO
(PART-IV OF VI)
Finance
Why small amounts should be
rounded off
Drops make oceans. In the same
way, odd paisas become huge
amounts that go from the common
people directly into the pockets of
Mr. Muhammad
cashiers and other small officials.
Abd
al-Hameed (Late)
This huge loss to the people is
caused by fixation of rates and prices by a government
department.
The standard plea of cashiers is that they do not have
small change. The plea is sometimes true but quite
often it is not. One has to forego it but the suspicion
of malpractice is strong and the government gets a bad
name for not preventing it.

or surplus budget is essential for the Government. It
used to be so in the early years. Then, some Harvard
experts advised the Ayub Khan government that “a little
inflation” was good for the economy. Then deficit in
budgets started and finally became a behemoth, quite
difficult to slay.
The Government must impose a strict limit on budget
expenditure, not allowing itself to exceed actual income
from taxes and other resources.
Foreign loans and aid and other expected funds from
abroad should not be a part of the budget estimates.
Such funds may be used separately from the budget.
The Government must not resort to deficit financing by
printing notes or borrowing from the banking system.
There should be legal restrictions.
Public sector development funds only for present
projects

Public sector development program gets a very large
allocation of resources. A large part is wasted or utilized
The solution lies in eliminating the need for small poorly. Corruption in execution is also rampant.
change. With even the minimum bus fare within the The Government should cancel allocations for all new
city having gone up, the necessity of caring about odd projects and should spend funds only on projects that are
paisas is no longer there. Therefore, rounding off should already underway. No new projects may be undertaken
be introduced.
until the completion of the present ones.
The basic rate may be in odd paisas, say 5, 9, 13, 16, The Government should allocate budget resources only
but the total amount to be paid should be rounded off. for projects that will meet very urgent needs of the
The minimum amount payable as rate, fee, price, etc. people. Other projects can wait for a few years. It should
should be 25 paisa. Any amount below 13 paisa should use the funds saved by cancelingnew development
be dropped and between 13 and 25 paisas should be projects to reduce its budget deficit.
rounded off to nearest 25 paisas or multiplies of 25
China is the biggest cause of foreign exchange
paisa (50 or 75 paisa).
problem
After three rupees, the unit of calculation should be 50
paisa and amounts above 25 paisa and below 75 should Our imports from China cost 18 billion dollars annually,
be rounded off to the nearest 50 paisa and amounts while our exports to it are just two billion. The huge
below 25 paisa or above 75 paisa should be rounded off gap obviously becomes a great burden on our foreign
to the nearest full rupee. For example, Rs. 3.25 should exchange reserves when we have to pay in dollars.
Two measures must be taken. First, we should ask
be rounded off to Rs. 3.50 and Rs. 3.75 to Rs. 4.
After five rupees, all amounts should be in full rupees. China to accept payments in rupees, not dollars. That
After 20 rupees, all amounts should be in multiples of will take the burden off our reserves. Secondly, China
five rupees. After 100 rupees, all amounts should be in must balance its trade with us. The babus, who signed
multiples of 10 rupees. This rounding off will eliminate the free trade agreement, ignored the national interest.
the problems caused by a lack of small change, without They should have insisted on a balance of trade. Now
we must negotiate a new agreement so that China buys
causing any loss to the government or the people.
from us more or less equal to what it sells to us.
Eliminate budget deficit
How to have effective control of the budget
The deficit in the national budget causes great harm
to the economy. As in the case of a family, a balanced The budget demands can be brought within limits by
shifting the responsibility for control to the respective
17
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ministries and departments. The following guidelines Finance Ministry/Department may, therefore, ask for an
annual brief, justifying the need for the continuation of
may be adopted:
Control on total expenditure only. Finance Ministry/ all offices and autonomous bodies. If it feels that the
Department may control only the total allocation to justification is not enough, it may impose a percentage
a department, rather than allocations under various reduction on the total allocation of a department. If
heads. If it wants economy, it may impose only a the department is convinced that the body in question
percentage reduction on the total allocated amount. The must continue, it can provide for it by reducing its
divisions and departments may be asked to make their expenditure under other heads. We should not have
own adjustments under various heads of expenditure, the kind of situation that appeared in Italy when it was
keeping in view their own priorities and requirements. found that a commission for the welfare of war orphans
The control on expenditure will thus become simple, continued to exist even 30 years after the war was over!
uniform and very effective.

How to calculate the cost of new posts

Creation of new posts. If the resources do not permit
a net increase in expenditure, a department may be
asked to abolish some existing posts that are no longer
considered essential and apply the savings to the creation
of new posts. As an alternative, the department may redesignate some existing posts to meet new requirements.
For example, the need for computer operators can
be easily met by re-training some existing typists or
stenographers and changing their designations.

The standard practice for government departments is to
calculate only the basic pay and applicable allowances
while submitting the demand for a new post. It appears
reasonable on the face of it but is in reality only a part
of substantially much higher expenditure that will
ultimately appear under various heads.

A new employee’s salary and allowances are only
part of the costs that his appointment will cause. He
will cause additional expenditure on office space,
This arrangement will put an end to the usual practice equipment, furniture, electricity, stationery, transport,
of not surrendering any posts even if their justification telephone, postage and many other visible as well as
disappeared long ago but, on the other hand, asking for invisible heads. The bottom line appears in the form of
new posts to meet the newly emerging requirements.
new supplementary and regular demands for funds.
Economy to meet emergencies. When circumstances Therefore, salary and allowances alone should not be
force economy in expenditure, the Finance Ministry/ calculated while considering the demand for a new
Department may delegate the responsibility for post. Rather this amount should be multiplied by a
specific reductions under various heads to the relevant factor of three or four to arrive at the recurring annual
departments. Every department knows where it can expenditure.
economize without sacrificing its needs and priorities. When the total cost of a new post will be calculated
Since the reduction will be across the board, no under the proposed formula, the demanded amount will
department will come up with a plea that it cannot reduce become substantially higher and a department will have
expenditure under the heads specified by the Finance. to come up with a better justification. The new formula
For example, if a department must buy some equipment will thus act as a check on routine demands for new
to meet its needs, it can save expenditure under some posts.
other head. Thus, the economy will be achieved without
Pension should be equal to last pay
sacrificing the essential needs of a department.
Forcing a review of functions. Quite often offices, Pension at present is too difficult to get and too little
sections, agencies, boards, authorities, autonomous to survive on. The procedure is so cumbersome and so
bodies, etc. are created to meet some urgent need but time-consuming that many government servants are
they continue even after they cease to perform any unable to complete it even years after their retirement.
useful function. The reason lies in the sanctity of the Even when they do finally manage to get their pension
sanctioned budget. Since the relevant offices come up sanctioned, the amount is hardly enough to live on during
with all kinds of justifications for the continuation and their sunset years. Moreover, it goes on decreasing in
the Finance Ministry/ Department is not in a position purchasing power because of inflation, making it still
to get to the bottom of the matter, the non-essential more difficult to make both ends meet.
expenditure continues.
Solution These decisions will eliminate the problems:
18
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a) After qualifying service, a public servant should
be entitled to a pension equal to his last month’s
pay or the average monthly pay for the last three
years. This will eliminate the entire paperwork
that takes so much time and energy at present. A
government servant will only need a certificate
from the Accountant General’s Office, indicating
the amount of pension. (It will be no problem for
the A.G.’s office, as it has to consult its own record
only.) He will be able to get his pension from the
very next month after his retirement.
b) All increases in the salaries of serving government
employees in terms of percentage should apply
equally and simultaneously to pensions also. There
should not be any separate decision for pensioners.
After all, if those in service find it difficult to cope
with rising inflation, so do the pensioners.
Same pension for one Basic Scale or military rank

The present purchase procedures were formulated
during a time when technology was fairly simple and
a model of equipment could continue to have more or
less the same specifications for quite some time. The
products were manufactured to give useful service for
long periods. Moreover, the stable economic conditions
allowed more or less a stable price. Under those
conditions, the tenders for the lowest prices and the rate
contracts for equipment of common use did serve the
objective of getting the best value for money.
Recent developments The rapid and drastic
developments in recent years have made it necessary
to keep up with the times. Some of the main conditions
that have to be kept in view are:
a) There are constant improvements in specifications
of products and a large number of models are offered
to meet the specific needs of various sectors of the
market. It is not possible to specify a particular
model as a “standard” for all purposes. For example,
a light duty model may not be suitable for heavy
jobs and a table model may not be adequate where
the need is for a portable one.

The amount of pension should be the same for all public
servants in the same Basic Scale. (The same will apply
to ranks in the Armed Services.) The proposal has a
strong justification. An employee retiring today will
get much higher pension than the one retiring to say 10 b) The manufacturers do not make all of their profit from
the purchase price of a product. A common strategy,
years ago. They live at the time and face the same high
particularly among the Japanese manufacturers, is
cost of living. There is no reason to pay a lower amount
to sell a product at a low price and then make much
to an employee retiring many years ago.
more money from accessories, options, spares, and
Do not borrow from commercial banks
supplies. Actually, the initial price is only to hook
When the Government borrows money, it increases
a customer, who is persuaded to believe that he is
inflation, which causes suffering to the people. The
getting an excellent product at a very low price.
Government must stop borrowing from commercial
The crunch comes when the customer has to pay
banks,enabling them to lend more money to businesses
excessively for spares and supplies to keep his
and industries for economic activities. The Government
machine running. An apparently good bargain may
should use its available funds to clear the outstanding
eventually turn out to be a bad one.
bank loans as soon as possible.
c) The useful life of a product is not long. Under
If the Government needs more funds, it may attract
a deliberate policy of “planned obsolescence,”
investment in National Savings Schemes, which will
manufacturers not to make their products very
also benefit the pensioners, widows and many ordinary
durable, so that replacements may be necessary after
people of the country.
a few years. This ensures a regular market for new
models in the future. Present users are also forced to
Government should not buy but lease equipment
become buyers.
While making purchases of equipment and machinery,
the Government, like all buyers, should get the best d) As products become more and more sophisticated,
repair and maintenance become more difficult. Even
value for money. The “best value” involves much more
if a Government office has employed a technician
than the initial price as all subsequent expenses on
for a category of equipment, his knowledge may
maintenance and repairs throughout the useful life of a
soon become out of date and he may not be able to
product will also have to be considered. The equipment
maintain the newer models. There are hardly any
and machinery should be the most suitable for the needs
facilities to improve technical knowledge even if a
of the user.
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technician has the willingness for it. Consequently, iii. Spares: There will be no charge for spares if required
the user has to depend entirely on the supplier for
to be replaced due to normal wear and tear.
maintenance and repairs and has to pay whatever is iv. Consumables, accessories,and options: The prices
demanded.
for all consumables, accessories, and options will be
e) To make more money by expanding their markets,
quoted before the beginning of a financial year and
the manufacturers introduce new products, based on
will be normally valid until the next year. If there is
the latest inventions. New products are introduced
an increase due to genuine reasons, a revision may
also to meet new requirements of customers. A
be made in consultation with the other pre-qualified
way has to be found to allow their use wherever it
suppliers of similar equipment.
is possible to improve efficiency, reduce time and v. Termination: A lease may be terminated before the
energy, while saving expenditure.
expiry of its term if the supplier fails to maintain the

f) It is no longer necessary to pay the price of equipment
equipment satisfactorily provided the breakdown is
or machinery in full at the time of purchase. An
not caused due to the negligence of the concerned
alternative is now available in the form of leasing
operators.
and it covers all types of office equipment, including vi. Post-lease service. After the expiry of the lease
typewriters, photocopiers, computers, facsimile
term, the supplier will offer a service contract with
machines, etc. Several leasing companies have
parts so that the equipment, which will become the
started operations in collaboration with foreign
Government property after the lease expires, may
principals and local financial institutions.
continue to be in use as long as practically possible.
Solution: It is possible to achieve the objective of
The contract rates will be a fixed percentage of the
getting the best possible value for money under the
original value.
new conditions. It will also ensure that unnecessary Procedure for leasing Three months before the
hindrance is not caused in the introduction of new beginning of a financial year, the pre-qualified suppliers
technology in Government offices that will improve will offer their equipment for lease. In addition to the
efficiency and allow the best possible utilization of standard terms, every supplier will quote the monthly
the scarce resources. The proposed method will be as lease payment for every model. For every item of
follows:
equipment, the quoted lease payments will be considered
yy The Government will invite applications from all together. Taking a suitable statistical average of all
prospective suppliers of equipment and machinery quotations, a single common quotation will be decided.
three months before the start of the financial year.
This will apply to all suppliers for that equipment.

yy Every supplier must meet all the required pre- To ensure that oranges are compared with oranges and
conditions.
not with apples, the models will be categorized according
to their significant features. For example, photocopier
yy Every supplier should also be required to:
with heavy-duty specifications, variable enlargement
iii. offer to supply the complete range of products and reduction ratios, variable sizes (portable, table
(including the latest models) of his principals;
and standard stand-alone models), single or multicolor
iv. make satisfactory service and repair arrangements copies, digital and analog, etc., May be considered
for his equipment in every district headquarter.
separately so that the models in every category become
yy Every pre-qualified supplier will abide by almost interchangeable and the price variations are
the general lease terms as approved by the brought to a narrow range.
Government. These terms will include:
The single payment figure for a particular category will
i. Periodic: Usually, the lease period will be five years be conveyed to all Government offices before the start of
for all machinery and office equipment. Longer a financial year. They may select the equipment of any
periods may be specified where the equipment or approved supplier, keeping in view their requirements,
the service facilities locally available, the satisfactory
machine is more durable.
or otherwise experience of dealing with a particular
ii. Service calls: There will be no charge for service supplier in the past and the equipment already in use.
calls during the lease period.
Since the monthly lease payments will be the same for
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substandard equipment. He will have to maintain
his equipment with parts free of extra charge for
many years. It will be in his own interest to supply
equipment that requires minimum service and
replacement of parts. Self-interest will thus be the
The prices of all consumables, accessories, and options
best guarantee of getting reliable equipment of good
will be quoted separately before the beginning of a
quality.
financial year and will be valid for the whole year. If a
d)
There will be no overcharging for consumables and
supplier wants to increase the prices during the year, he
parts. The present practice of charging exorbitant
will have to give specific reasons for the increase. Other
prices for consumables and parts after the expiry
suppliers for that particular category of equipment will
of the rate contract will end because the parts will
be consulted. If the reasons for the proposed increase
be covered by the lease payment and the prices
are genuine and are common to all, a reasonable
for consumables will be fixed before the start of a
increase will be allowed to all. The same procedure will
financial year.
be followed if higher prices are quoted in subsequent
e)
The Government will not have to buy equipment
years.
through lump-sum cash payments. Therefore, the
The prices quoted for consumables, accessories
payment for equipment will be spread over several
and options will be averaged so that a single price is
years and allow for better planning and budgeting.
applicable to the same type of consumable, accessory
The fixed monthly lease payments will also provide
and option irrespective of the supplier. This will avoid
a cushion against inflationary pressures.
overcharging by any supplier. The prices will be
Budget adjustments No budget will be provided for
conveyed to all Government offices.
the purchase of equipment if it is available on lease.
The suppliers will receive the monthly lease payments Instead, provision will be made for lease payments as
directly from the A.G.’s office unless the lease is recurring expenditure during a financial year.
cancelled in writing. To facilitate it, a copy of the lease
agreement will be supplied to the A.G.’s office. The The funds may be provided to a department/office for
payments for consumables will be made by the relevant the lease of equipment. The department/office may
be allowed to select equipment for its requirements,
Department from its current budget.
provided the lease payments do not exceed the total
Advantages of the proposed system The proposed sanctioned amount
system will have the following major benefits:
Revive notes and coins of small value by revaluation
a) Only the established companies will be able to
become suppliers. Every supplier will have to enter The continuous fall in the purchasing power of rupee
into a contract with a leasing company, which will has made the printing cost of currency notes of one,
ultimately provide the finance. A leasing company five and ten rupees more than their face value. Now
will ensure that the supplier is not only already well coins are replacing notes for these notes. Meanwhile,
established but also has adequate financial and other the State Bank has discontinued the use of coins of less
resources to remain in business for a long time. than one rupee because the manufacturing cost is now
Therefore, all suppliers will have their standing more than the face value.
already confirmed by the leasing companies before A major step to restore the purchasing power of all
they are eligible to pre-qualify as suppliers to the coins and notes will be to increase their value 100
Government.
times. (In France, President de Gaulle did it by issuing
b) Every supplier will have to provide satisfactory New Frank, equal to 100 previous Franks.) New notes
service throughout the lease period. He will not be in and coins should be issued, with values 100 times the
a position to become indifferent as he can at present present one.New rupee note should be equal to present
after receiving full payment for the equipment. Rs 100. Consequently, the coins of 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50
Therefore, proper service will be ensured at every paise will have value 100 times higher and will get in
District headquarters throughout the useful life of common use once again.
the equipment.
The new one-rupee will have an inscription that it is
c) A supplier will not be able to supply out of date or equal to present 100 rupees. The new notes and coins
all models of a category, the selection of a particular
model will not have any special financial implications.
An office may take equipment on lease at any time
during the year.
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will replace the present ones gradually. The use of new
notes and durable coins will reducetheir manufacturing
cost despite improvement in quality and also increase
their useful life. A note remains usable only for six
months, while a coin may be used for 40 years.

Balance the trade with all countries

We have a heavy trade deficit with some countries,
primarily India and China. Imports from India are many
times more than our exports. Similarly, Chinese imports
are far more than our exports to them. We should also
The term “new rupee” may be printedon notes until the demand that we shall not pay in dollars but in our own
currency. We used to have an Asian Clearing Union,
present notes are replaced completely.
which included India and Iran. It may be revived.
Reduce prices of petrol, diesel and kerosene
The Government must tell the two countries to import
Public and private transport has become very expensive, much more from us. There should be restrictions on
seriously disrupting the economy and social life. The their exports until we have an approximate balance.
burden of taxes is about one-third of the price.
In all cases of imbalance, the Commerce Ministry and
The Government should abolish all present taxes and Trade Attaches should make great efforts to increase
levies on petrol, diesel and kerosene oil and replace our exports to them.
them by 3percent VAT.
How to avoid concentration of wealth
The Government should subsidize diesel by reducing It is neither possible nor desirable to take all the wealth
its price to half of petrol (as it used to be for many away from the rich and distribute it among the poor.
decades). The subsidy will decrease fuel costs of public However, it is quite possible to prevent people from
transport (wagons, buses, truck) and tractors, reducing becoming too rich.
their charges.
There are only 24 hours in a day and one can work only
The Government should also subsidize kerosene oil, so many hours. If he has only a single business, he can
used mostly by poor. It will restore the full supply of give full attention to making it prosper. Ifhe has many
gas to domestic users (consuming 17 percent of total) more businesses, he will ask others to take care of
and CNG vehicles (7 percent). It may reduce supply to them. That will make him an absentee owner, interested
only in profits. His contribution will be limited. If the
industries to meet any shortage of gas.
same businesses are handled by others, one per person,
Do not take foreign loans and grants
the results will be far better for the country.
Foreign loans create economic problems and also cause Therefore, adopt the principle, “one man, one business.”
external political pressures on the Government. The By law, a person should be the proprietor, partner, chief
Government must stop getting loans from international executive, director, holder of controlling shares or any
financial institutions and foreign governments as soon other substantial position in only and only one business
as possible. It should accept only foreign grants that or industry.
are without any strings. The private sector, rather than The law should not allow any present businessman or
the Government, should take up projects that require industrialist to start a new one. Only new ones should
foreign loans and investment under joint ventures.
set up new factories and businesses. It does not matter
if he is from a business family as long as he is fully
Always have a surplus balance of payments
independent in running his business or factory.
The dependence on IMF loans is due to the value of
imports being more than exports. Under President Exempt the salaried class from income tax
Pervez Musharraf, exports doubled, ending dependence Federal Bureau of Revenue should use its resources
on IMF for the first time in our history. To increase tocollect maximum tax revenue. Most of the income
foreign exchange reserves, the Government must tax statements are filed by the salaried class. They
increase exports by taking all possible measures and also cannot avoid income tax because deduction is
reduce imports drastically. Exports must always be made directly. However, the amount of tax they pay is
insignificant. (It was Rs 133 billion last year, out of the
higher than imports to build foreign exchange reserves.
revenueof four trillion rupees.)
The surplusin the balance of payment will increase the
The salaried class should be exempted from income tax.
value of rupee and thus reduce the cost of imports.
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They should also be exempt from filing tax statement.
Only the persons getting a salary of one million rupees
per month should be required to pay income tax and file
a statement. Their number will be very small but will
pay a substantial amount of tax.
The time and manpower saved as a result should be
devoted to identifying tax evaders in businesses and
industries. Even big shops pay a pittance as tax and
prefer to pay bribes to the tax officials. Raid just one
big shop and audit its accounts thoroughly. The result
will be a huge collection. It will also send shockwaves
throughout the markets in cities big and small. Many
will pay taxes voluntarily. The others may be taken to
task. As a result, tax collection will be far greater with
much less effort.
Introduce VAT but at a very small rate
The Value Added Tax, or VAT, is widely imposed
in the world but every attempt was frustrated in our
country. (The attempt was also half-hearted.) VAT
ensures documentation of the economy. That is why our
businesses and industrialists resist it.
VAT must be introduced with an iron hand. However,
to make it more palatable, the initial tax rate should be
very small, say two or three percent. After analyzing the
result, the tax rate may be increased gradually so that
the revenue increases to reach the target.

will be able to charge only nominal interest, say three
percent, on loans to businesses and industries to meet
their operational expenses. They will follow a judicious
policy to prevent excessive loans to businesses.
(Contd)

•

The commercial banks will be required to abolish with
immediate effect interest on present savings accounts,
making them current accounts. The limit of interest on
fixed deposits will be not more than six percent, to be
reduced by one percent every six months to allow banks
and depositors to adjust themselves. After three years,
the banks will not be paying any interest to customers.
After abolishing savings accounts and interest on fixed
deposits, the Government may declare commercial
banks to be public services and exempt them from
paying dividends to shareholders. Ultimately the banks

Bakhtiar

•

What is your share in the design and automation
of washing machine you are using? What
are the deficiencies in it and how do you
suggest to improve it for better design, power
consumption, portability and drying service.

•

People are taking aspirin (Aspro/Dispirin/
Loprin) for last 40 years or so. What is your
share in its development and how to improve
upon it?

•

What is your share in present pressure cooker;
in your kitchen? Who made it if not you? Are
you working on its shortcomings, like weight,
safety and a sensor-timer for different types of
foods?

•

What is your share in the ball-point you use?
What next, are you thinking of a better writing
instrument, which could write on any surface,
underwater, in air or space and without ever
needing to be refilled?

•

What is the degree and nature and measure of
air and water pollution caused by you, your
home, car and factory? Are you adding to the
pollution or purifying, as it was yesterday?

How to reduce or even eliminate bank interest
Low or zero interest gives a boost to economic activity.
That is why interest rates in the developed countries are
always very low, sometimes close to zero. Therefore,
the Government should phase out or at least reduce the
bank interest.Very low interest rates in rich countries do
not reduce much the bank deposits. In our own country,
the banks have deposits several times those of National
Savings, despite the banks always offering much lower
interest.

What is your share in the design and
making of the glasses you wear; its
characteristics and limitations? How
should it look and serve the mankind
next year?

You know the translation, of this Hadith, isn’t’ it :)
DISCLAIMER
The Forum takes no responsibility of the data or the
information provided by the author. The opinion on
any issue is that of the writer and not of the TFP.
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ADDICTED TO SPENDING

and after making the purchase experience the feeling of
guilt. Those who believe that they can fight depression
Nobody felt it and the way we
with shopping feel lost during the purchase and realise
spend has changed completely.
it does not help them in any way. Those people who are
Here in Karachi, a majority
in a competition of buying more stuff or anything which
of the middle class and lower
is new, or just launched because they believe it will
middle class used to approach
make them more acceptable socially will finally figure
Baazars for shopping and now
out that they are spending more than they are earning.
those bazaars have vanished and
The important part is self realization. The sooner you
replaced by much sophisticated,
find out the better because once you are addicted to it
polished, air conditioned and
Mr. Fahad Shah
then it will be hard to let go. Impulsive buying where
huge malls. These modern malls
the person plans the purchase in advance or compulsive
are the biggest place of interest for everyone right
buying both are alarming behaviors when done
now. As soon as you enter them, you feel like you are
extremely frequently and point towards serious mental
witnessing something of a grand royal palace in UAE.
health issues.
You don’t have to necessarily buy something from the
shops and you can spend time window shopping but Now since we have talked about the addiction of
guess what else they offer- a place for your kids and a spending let’s also talk about who is profiting off it- the
place to eat, and for sure you will end up spending some brands, malls, advertisers, online retailers, and media.
I always wondered why you need a beautiful female
bucks there.
model to sell a car or even a motorbike. In almost
Internationally people prefer buying online since online
every advertisement you will find one to attract the
stores and mobile apps have made it so easy to purchase
general public. Of course, it’s the job of the advertiser
anything because everything is just a click away. Sitting
to sell whatever they are given but shouldn’t there be
on your couch, scrolling down- items that you do not
some ethics or social responsibility? We all remember
even need most of the time can be purchased by a single
when tobacco companies were allowed to advertise
click without cash. According to statistics the online
in Pakistan, how they made those cigarettes look so
sales in US is expected to surpass $485 billion by 2021.
acceptable and heroic. Or how soft drink companies
Over the years online stores like e-bay, Amazon and Ali
show a man drinking the soft drink, and then do some
Baba have grown to the level which one would call toowild, super-hero stuff. Thin female models walk the
big-to-fail. In fact, the richest person in the world right
ramp, displaying clothing which are very expensive and
now is the man who owns Amazon- the biggest online
same goes for shoes too.
shopping store- with a net worth of around 166 Billion
The TV shows in which they give away stuff for
dollars!
“entertainment” or rather what I would call really
Buying stuff itself is not anything alarming until certain
foolish activities is also affecting human behavior.
signs begin to show up. For example, when you are
Have you noticed the lavish life style our dramas shows
spending more than you are actually making, when you
which make people accept that more is better and not to
are hiding the sales receipts from near ones, when you
mention the big expensive lavish weddings, which have
begin to lie about what you bought or how much you
everyone else wanting to do the same. A juicy burger on
have spent on purchasing things, when you feel that
a billboard near an educational centre is for much more
buying stuff is the sign of healthy social life, if you feel
than what it actually costs- keeping aside the health
that buying can overcome your depression or anxiety
ramifications of that food. What all of this is doing is
and using this as a tool to over them, if you feel a guilt
targeting your subconscious mind so that all of this is
after buying because you didn’t needed the item, and
more acceptable to you when you are out to buy.
so on. These are some of the signs which should raise
alarms because the person might be now a shopaholic The best way to effect the human behavior is knowing
what motivates us internally. It’s more like a program
or addicted to shopping.
which has been inserted into your mind without you
Compulsive buying is actually a mental disorder and
knowing it. The standards of beauty changes over time
has proper treatment procedures. Often people suffering
and also geographically. There was a time when black,
from this addiction buy items which they do not need
tall and handsome was a definition for a gentleman.
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Similarly the hero’s of 80’s 90’s were mostly men with
huge muscles. When you talk about Asia we have a
complex of our skin color and those who look a lot more
like Europeans are preferred and considered beautiful
but if you move away from this geographical location
much different skin tones will be preferred. The point is
why is having a fair complexion the standard and why
is having more considered rich and socially acceptable?
When did this happen?
All of the marketing strategies, shopping options, lavish
and comfortable malls and TV dramas are the actual
source of what those who profit will make acceptable
for the society. Once you have accepted that particular
standard then you will drift towards it and try to
achieve it. For example skin whitening creams are a
good example because once you accept that fair skin
color is the standard required to fit in the society you
will try to change yours. Based on the weather of your
geographical location you are not supposed to have a
fair skin and naturally your skin will protect you from
the sun but you will choose otherwise and try to change
it and for that you will buy whatever the market is
offering you. The goal of achieving social acceptance is
the biggest factor leading people towards the addiction
of buying here in Pakistan.

media platforms are less but one addiction leads to
another. If it was not for the artificial life then nobody
would be buying things they dont want. Nobody wants
to get stuck in financial crisis only because of spending
more. The more time we spend on social media sites
the more advertisements we see. Have you ever noticed
that the stuff you searched once on a search engine
keep showing up on your social media profiles? It goes
much deeper than this but it’s a known fact that those
who spend more time on social media websites are less
functional when it comes to social responsibilities and
people with social anxiety issues are more vulnerable to
shopping disorders.

What you can do if you think that you are addicted is
to seek help. This can be someone from your family
or visiting a psychologist or psychiatrist. The important
task is to figure out why it happened and what are the
causes. If depression, anxiety or substance abuse is the
reason then you will have to get treated for all of the
issues because if you try to control just the shopping
addiction while suffering from depression than its
highly likely that it will come back later in life or the
person will depend on something else to deal with the
depression. Once the root causes are known, then device
a plan. It is important for the person suffering and the
The trend of e-commerce and the annual sales generated people near him/her to know all of these facts so it can
from these sources are nothing compared to the US, but be addressed accordingly.
it’s steadily increasing. Now we have online stores and Some of the measures you can take is that you can
almost everyone has a credit card to buy stuff anytime assign the task of shopping the essential household
and anywhere. The action of not paying anything for items to someone in your family who does not have a
cash itself has its ramifications. Many people complain compulsive buying behavior so that you are less likely
that once they start using plastic currency they can’t to end up buying things you don’t need. If this is not
control their spending. When you are unable to pay the possible than you can make a list of essential household
bill for your credit card then you will be charged for items which you need for a month and stick to that list
the overdue time by the bank, and that’s when the Bank only, avoid buying anything that is not on the list. Spend
less time on social media sites, TV and free your mind
makes money.
I am not against plastic currency but if you lose control from the latest trends of fashion. Get rid of any kind
over it and starts to spend more than you are earning of plastic money that you might have so that you can
then how will you pay the bills on time? The truth is refrain yourself from buying stuff lying on your bed.
that you will not and then the amount you have spent Find out the root cause of your behavior, if you believe
on buying a certain item will increase because now you that its depression or anxiety than seek professional
help as soon as possible.
have to pay the principal plus the markup.
The more we get closer to gadgets and social media
the more we are drifting away from the nature and
natural life style. The thirst of knowing what is in your
notification and the pause of few seconds until it loads
the notifications is consuming our minds and attention.
Though the number the sales originated from social

Cognitive behavioral therapy or CBT can help you to
recover. The efforts which actually help are the ones
originated by you; engage yourself in healthy activities
like exercise that will make you feel good about yourself.
You can also do social work for spiritual calmness.
During the periods of your addiction it is possible that
your relations have suffered and drifted away from you,
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it’s better to reconnect to them. Reconnecting to your
friends and family will have a good impact on your mind.
It also gives the feeling of support which is important to
cope with the depression or social anxiety or the feeling
that you are not acceptable in society. Developing a
habit like reading books or painting in your spare time
will also take your mind off your negative thoughts.
Find out what you love doing and pursue that dream, set
goals and achieve them. Feeling a sense of achievement
is very important to live a healthy life.

REVIVING THE SPIRIT OF
PATRIOTISM IN OUR CHILDREN

The prosperity of a country is
inextricably linked with its children.
While the love for one’s country
is innate, yet you need positive
reinforcements to develop and
strengthen that bond at a young age,
when their mind is free of biases
and false notions. Thereby if you
It is important to understand that the world has moved influence them in a constructive Ms. Hajra Saeed
on, it is rapidly developing and what we have now manner, then they will grow up to be humane and
will be more advanced in the future. The process of
upright citizens.
this technological advancement will not stop and the
marketers will keep marketing leisure items. It is us More than thirty years ago this was being practiced, that
who needs to understand who we really are and what is why as a child I had very little knowledge of how and
the purpose of our life is. The balance between the why Pakistan was achieved, however I simply knew
natural life and technological life is crucial. It’s good to that this was my country and I belonged to it. I learned
have a credit card and use it when you are short of cash to accept it for what it was; I embraced all the seasons,
and you really need something. Its good to get yourself places, food, people and our culture. Although I had,
educated to the technological advancements. But there had the opportunity to travel abroad, yet I never made
is always a limit and if you feel that you have crossed comparisons. I never felt inferior because of what it
it or if you see someone in your family or friends: get lacked, to my mind, Pakistan was unique in every sense
help. Never look down on someone who is suffering of the word and I loved it dearly. So what triggered
from any mental disorder or behavioral issue because these sentiments?
your one response could even lead the person to take Among many factors, two were predominant. Firstly
their life. Shopping disorder, or any mental disorder my grandmother bought me the cassettes of Sohail
for that matter, is not a simple issue rather an extremely Rana’s National songs (all these were presented in very
complicated because of other underlying issues. These successful children’s programs which ran for nearly two
issues need to be addressed as top priority to avoid any decades on PTV, but were no longer aired when I was
damage. There is always hope and there is always a way a child). These songs depicted our culture, promoted
to recover and the sooner you take the path to recovery social values, and above all awakened feelings of love
the better.
for Pakistan. The poetry, the melodies, and the children
themselves were a complete package which was enough
Introduction
to create a sense of pride in the hearts of everyone. It
Mr. Shah Fahad, did BS from KIIT University
also had a lasting impact on the younger generation, the
Karachi. Had been working as assistant manager in
essence of which they passed onto their own children.
Bank Alhabib.
Secondly it was my grandfather who taught me the
importance of the Urdu language. That it is our national
identity and instead of being reluctant we should enjoy
learning it and excelling at it. I was introduced to story
Every experience evokes something from the soul
books and magazines; thereby I began to taking as much
of man. Even the experience of sin will reveal
delight in reading them as I did of English.
some aspect of your soul of which you were not
Today Pakistan celebrates its 72nd Independence
cognisant before. Experience, then, is a double
Day, and we have indeed come a long way, yet at the
source of knowledge; it gives you an insight into
same time have encountered great difficulties, which
what is without you, as well as an insight into what
unfortunately increased manifold in the past decade or
is within you.
so. This has resulted in a lot of negativity, mostly due to
Iqbal, Stray Reflections, April 1910
what is being projected by our media and so the spirit of
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patriotism is quite low, especially among children. And
with the passage of time, they have become completely
enamored by the West, because their media is not only
very powerful but accessible as well; for nearly every
young child owns a mobile device these days.
Therefore we must act before it’s too late, yet what
can be an immediate remedy? I believe that our media
needs to reverse the role it has been playing until now
and really put its energies to good use.We need to have
a television or internet channel that should be dedicated
to programs that advocate the positive image of
Pakistan. Every day someone, somewhere in Pakistan
is doing something commendable. So all that wonderful
work would be highlighted and people would get the
due recognition they deserve! Furthermore there should
be engaging programs for children. Such that could
bring them closer to their culture & traditions as well
as provide them with all encompassing details about
Pakistan, so that they become well informed of all they
have been blessed with.
So if we want Pakistan to stay, then we can never forget
that it is our moral and social duty to safeguard it; and
for that it is essential that we teach our children to love
the motherland no matter what!

ELDERLY RAMBLES
While some old folk jay–walk
With heads bent
Minds lost in thought
Others walk
penguins

heavily

like

While shaking their heads
Swinging from side to side!

Dr. R M Ikram Azam

Penguins are reportedly wiser
They instinctively commit
Mass suicide into the sea
With population explosion
Challenged by natural food shortage
Thus disgressing from
The predator and prey phenomenon
But human beings by contrast
Learn lessons from either their own lives
Or Mother Nature:
Are they congenital fallible fools
Even when claiming to be
The wisest of all creation
In vainglorious vanity?.....

INTELLECT & GROWTH

Nursing Staff at PKPA

•

Listening to search and collect
additional data and learning a new
view point.

•

Having the urge to raise a question
to clarify for a deeper and wider
understanding.

•

Having more than one probabilities and
options and seeking a comparative evaluation
of new patterns.

•

Enjoying the blessing of being less right than
someone and be better than yesterday!

Bakhtiar

May these faculties; learned behavior and approach
to life help to measure and establish the level of
intellect and the distance travelled on the road
called Growth.

Independence Celebrations
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TO: RT. HON JACINDA ARDERN
(A TRIBUTE)
With your soulful spiritual
empathy
The courage of your noble
convictions
The
fortitude
of
your
commitment to Global Peace
The tenacity of your anti-racist
spirit

Dr. R M Ikram Azam

And the resilience of your anti-supremacist, allinclusive Vision, World-View
Value-System, Code of Conduct and Brave
Behaviour Pattern
You have won the hearts of Muslims and our
profound respect
All over the world: the majority, minority and
diaspora Jewish, Christian and Muslim
Indeed, by your personal example
You are, as a True Believer, one of us
The “Ahl-al Kitab”: Believers of God’s Book
In fact, you are more Muslim than a Muslim
A role model, practically exemplifying
Both “Haquq Allah”
And “Haquq-al-Ebad”

CAT-WALK!
(A Tribute)

A billy goat delighted the onlookers
With its coquettish cat-walk
On the rim of a fountain pond
In one of Islamabad’s neigbourhood
popular parks
She responded so friskily to the Dr. R M Ikram Azam
viewers’ cheers
That she fell into the pond, off-guard
But soon managed to wade to the brink
And jump on to the lush lawn
Spraying the water off her neck, hair and tail
Only to cat-walk more vainly
On the expansive green grass
Till she spotted her mate:
The two flirtatiously started prancing, dancing and
bantering
To their hearts’ fill
Then they suddenly disappeared
Into the nearby thicket:
You know why!.

In Service of Mankind:

The Rights of Allah
And the Roles, Responsibilities and Rights of
The Global Human Fraternity:
Both Muslim and non-Muslim:
The Muslims must themselves exemplify Islam
As the Perennial Peace Paradigm
And the Muhammadi Moral Model
The global human fraternity
Needs to understand and appreciate
Islam as such a source of
Perpetual Paradisal Peace!
Under Dialysis at PKPA
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LETTER TO EDITOR

Aug 5th, 2019
The Hajj Date

Col. Riaz Jafri (Retd)

other than in Makkah?
We can observe our other events like Ramazdan, Eid
ul Fitr, Muharram etc. according to our local lunar
dates but not Hajj which irrespective of the local
lunar date, whether it be 11th or 9th or 8th of local Zil
Hajj, should be performed on the 10th of Zil Hajj of
Makkah when it is being ACTUALLY performed.

Today is Monday August the 5th and 3rd of Zil Hajj Hope the Ministry of Religious Affairs and the
in Pakistan. All are looking forward to Eid al Azha, Islamic Ideological Council take a note of it.
which is expected – nay – now established to fall on
12th of August 2019 that is; 10th of Zil Hajj. Whereas,
the ACTUAL Hajj will be performed at Makkah e
SHK!
Mukarrama on 11th of August! We shall see it being
Mr. Sikandar Hayat Khan
performed and listen to Khutba at Arafaat live on our
This is neither a traditional
tv screens but standing with folded arms we shall say,
obituary
“No, our Hajj shall be tomorrow”! How do we say
Nor a trite sob song:
our Hajj shall be tomorrow?? Can we in Pakistan or
It is a tribute to an ever-living
anywhere else in the world perform Hajj locally, say
legend
for the Pindites by going to Barri Imam and having
Who was a charismatic role
the twaaf there or the Lahorites doing it at Data Ganj
model
Dr. R M Ikram Azam
Bukhsh mizar? Hajj cannot be performed anywhere
An exempler in every field and
else in the world except at Makkah. PERIOD. Now,
walk of life
why do we say that our Hajj shall be tomorrow is
Fabulously fearless and courageously candid
just because we stick to the lunar date of 10 Zil Hajj,
Spotlessly honest to the core of his being
which ! is normally NOT the same as in Saudi Arabia.
A mesmerising man of thought and action
Isn’t it something very strange that we see something
In the spiritual tradition of Pakistan’s Creative
happening but say No, we shall do it tomorrow? Do
Founders
it where and how? Obviously it is due to our sticking
SHK was an English poet and researcher
to the date 10 Zil Hajj, which I don’t wherefrom we
Also a distinguished civil servant and taxation
have gotten it. There is no mention of it in Qura’n. On
epochal expert
the contrary the Qura’n says, “you know the months
A loving husband, devout father, benevolent brother
of Hajj” which are mentioned to be more than 2 as
And a sincere friend
the word used in Quran is “Asharun” and not Ashahr
Above all he was for me
(one month) or Ashahrain (two months), and Asharun
My “Murshed” and “Mohsin”
denotes more than 2 months and it could be 3 or 4.
My mentor, guardian, bother and fraternal personal
That means Hajj could be performed in more than 2
and family friend for generations!
months. But that is a separate debate. For here, how
May his noble soul rest in Perpetual Paradisal Peace!
do we perform our Hajj on the dates falling locally,
as it cannot be performed anywhere else in the world
“Inna Lillahaye wa innae le ay rajiune!”
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AMS 2019
ABDUL MATEEN ANSARI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP (AMS)
REPORT - 2019

Ser

Contributors

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Mr. Kashif
Mateen Ansari

Jul

BBF
1

Total
619,327

Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari

2

ACM Kaleem Saadat

3

Bakhtiar

528,000

528,000

24,000

24,000
5,760

4

Gen Liaqat Ali

4,800

5

Col Nasir

5,760

6

Mr. Ahmed Ali

960

2,880

2,880

5,760

2,880

20,160
4,800

960

960

1,920

1,920

1,920

1,920

13,440

960

960

960

960

6,720

7

Dr. Sami Ullah Malik

8

Prof Jalil Aali

480

2,400
480

9

Col Riaz Hussain Jafri

480

480

10

Air Cdre Mansoor Shaukat

2,400

9,600

9,600

11

Mr. Daniyal Ahmed

76,800

76,800

12

Lt Gen Naeem Khalid Lodhi

28,800

28,800

13

Mr. Osama Waris (SB)

14

Gen Javeed Iqbal

15

Brig Asig Haroon Raja

16

Mr. Rana Abdul Baqi

8,640

4,800

4,800

17

Admiral Iftikhar A Sirohey - AMS Contribution
Col Syed Ahmed C/O Col Bakhtiar

1,920
28,800

28,800

28,800

28,800

Total

Beneficiaries

41,280

7,200

119,040

19,200

17,280
19,200

1,920

18

1

8,640
19,200

55,680

559,680

14,400

816,480
95,000

APCOMS

5

2

HITEC

6

85,000

3

UET Taxila

8

194,000

194,000

4

Ranra School

3

5

COMSATS Wah

1

30,000

30,000

6

Al-Aziz Public School

2

7

Cadet College Swat

1

8

Foundation Univ Rwp Campus 2

9

Foundation Univ Isb (FUI)

95,000

13,200

13,200

50,000

50,000

115,000

115,000

1

Paid to Beneficiaries

Total:
No of Institutions:
No of Students:

9
25

150 plus students at 11 different institutions
have been interviewed so far, in last six years.
46 of these beneficiaries have completed thier
studies.
30

195,000

110,000

90,000

-

90,000

424,000

308,200

50,000

690

1,620

1,824

4,134

424,690

309,820

51,824

786,334

9
9
25
29
Bal 2018
Received so far
Total:

9
29

782,200

9
29

9
29

9
29
619,327
816,480
1,435,807

Total Exp

786,334

Bal as on 31 Jul 19

649,473

August 2019
OUR WORTHY SPONSORS & SUBSCRIBERS

Ser

Names of Organizations, Institutions&
Libraries

Commencement Date No of copies per Issue

1.

AWT, The Mall Rawalpindi

Dec 2010

10

2.

APCOMS, Khadim Hussain Road Rawalpindi

Dec 2013

10

3.

HITEC Univ - Taxila

Sep 2014

10

4.

UET Taxila

Jan 2016

10

5.

Model Town Lib Lahore

May 2016

2

6.

Quaid-e-Azam Lib Lahore

Aug 2016

2

7.

Punjab Public Lib Lahore

Aug 2016

2

8.

Govt Jinnah Public Library Sahiwal

Oct 2016

1

9.

Garh Maharaja Public Lib

Oct 2016

1

10. Govt Public Library Kamalia, TT Singh

Oct 2016

1

11. Preston Univ - Islamabad

Nov 2016

5

12. Govt Central Library, Bahawalpur

Dec 2016

2

13. Sachal Energy Development (Pvt) Ltd

Feb 2018

10

14. NDU - Islamabad

Feb 2018

10

15. Ideal Education System

Apr 2018

5

16. NRTC

Oct 2018

10

17. Foundation Univ Rawalpindi Campus

Feb 2019

5
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32

August 2019

33

August 2019

Introduction of Muhammad Abbas
Mr. Abbas is a Software Engineer, working at
Pakcyber. He enjoys reading and writing.

34

August 2019

35

August 2019

36

August 2019

37

August 2019

38

August 2019

39

August 2019

40

August 2019

41

August 2019

42

August 2019

43

August 2019

44

August 2019

45

August 2019

46

AWT Plaza, The Mall Rawalpindi. Tel: 92-51-9272400-4, Fax: 92-51-9272394

www.awt.com.pk

